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ABSTRACT 

United Parcel Service's Dallas ground hub currently uses inefficient sorting methods in 
their small sort. UPS engineers developed time measurement units which measure the 
time, energy, and effort placed into performing a certain task. Time measurement units 
or TMUs are arranged in an inward to outward method which signifies that the effort to 
place an item directly in front of a person is less than the effort to reach onto a high shelf. 
Taking this into consideration, along with the fact that most sorters in the small sort are 
petite women whose heights do not exceed five feet and two inches, and combining this 
with the percentage to total volume of the small sort area, a new bin scheme is 
formulated. The new bin scheme ranks each destination according to the percentage to 
the total small sort volume, and then reassigns the destination to a new location within the 
bin scheme. The new bin scheme saved an average of 18.61% in the most optimal 
position and reduced the least optimal position by an average of 17.93%.
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SECTION 1- INTRODUCTION 

1.1— United Parcel Service 
In 1907 nineteen year old Jim Casey borrowed one hundred dollars to establish a 
messenger service in Seattle, Washington. He named it American Messenger Service 
which preformed tasks such as delivering messages, packages, and food from 
restaurants. The year 1913 brought about improvements such as the acquisition of a 
Model T Ford for deliveries, the idea of consolidated delivery where packages 
destined for one area would be placed on one truck, and a new name. American 
Messenger Service was now called Merchants Parcel Delivery since it was now 
geared toward deliveries for department stores. It quickly became a well respected 
company and in 1919 it became United Parcel Service to establish its unity and 
nature of business. 

UPS has continually been the trendsetter. In 1929 UPS was the first to provide air 
service, and in 1981 they bought their first airplane. UPS implemented the first 
electronic ground tracking system in 1992, and in 1994 www.ups.com  went live with 
customers tracking packages online. The Delivery Information Acquisition Devise 
(DIAD) was given to each driver in 1996 which provided real-time images of the 
receiver's signature to the sender. 

Currently, UPS is a thirty billion dollar corporation which employs over 380,000 
worldwide. Every day they deliver 14.1 million packages and documents to more 
than 200 countries and territories. Averages often million online tracking requests 
are made on www.ups.com which receives 145 million hits per day. 

United Parcel Service is committed to diversity in the workplace. In fact, UPS has 
been named "One of the Best 50 Companies for Minorities" by FORTUNE 
Magazine every year for the past seven years. UPS understands the importance of 
giving back to the community and partners up with many organizations such as 
INROADS which provides internships to minorities, Family and Workplace Literacy 
Programs, and the Special Olympics. 

1.2— Dallas Ground Hub 
Hubs in general are a cost for UPS. The many expenses include the general 
necessities for a building such as electricity which powers air, light, the numerous 
conveyor belt systems, gas for the trucks, and salaries to the many employees which 
do everything from cleaning the building, to sorting packages, to top the managers. 
The Dallas ground hub is one of the oldest in Texas, therefore its equipments is 
relatively old and is not comparable with newer hubs such as the one located in 
Mesquite, Texas. Due to this, one of the main constraints of this project was not to 
purchase new multi-million dollar equipment, but to utilize the tools the hub already 
had.
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SECTION 2— PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

2.1 - Current Process 
United Parcel Service currently has 1,748 facilities in the United States which 
include air and ground hubs. Within each ground hub packages are first sorted 
into big and small packages. In order for a package to qualify as a small it must 
meet the following criteria: weigh less than eight pounds, not be larger than 16"x 
16"x 16", must fit into a small sorting unit, and must not be a hazardous material. 
The small packages, or smalls as they are referred to in industry, arrive in a larger 
bag which contains eleven to twelve smalls. The smalls are then placed on a 
conveyer belt which routs the packages to the small sort area. At this point de-
baggers which are standing on the second level of the facility debag and send the 
smalls down a slide to the primary wall where sorters are stationed to sort the 
packages yet again onto one of the four conveyor belts which rout them to one of 
the four wings.

Figure 1 - Small Sort Process 
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2.2 The Wings 
The Small Sort Area is broken into four sub-areas or wings. Wing one contains 
three 6 x 3 bins where two sorters are stationed at, while wings two, three, and 
four each contain four 6 x 3 bins with two sorters. Each bin contains eighteen 
destinations which currently do not comply with any organization. Figure 2 
displays UPS's current bin scheme for wing one. UPS will not allow the release 
of the destination locations, therefore the destination numbers which correlate to 
the destination locations are placed in the bin scheme. Figure 2 is also color coded 



iii terms ol ' the percentage of each destination to the total small sort %o I unic.  I he 
red signifies the highest percentage to total volume followed by yellow, green. 
blue, and finall y purple which signifies the lowest percentage of volume which 
the iiith I sort recc \C5. 

Figure 2— EPS Current Wing One Bin Scheme 
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2.3 - Problem 
The Dallas UPS Flub has a distinct schedule that must be followed every night in 
order to be part of the company. As stated before, UPS Hubs are nothing more 
than a cost for the company. With that being said, UPS constrained us quite a bit 
in our implementation. We were first not permitted to make any machinery 
addition of any kind to the small sorting process. We were also restricted from 
motivating, reprimanding, or aiding in any employee during our process. With 
this being said, we assume that the employees in the small sort section are 
working to optimal capacity. Also, UPS made it very clear that whatever, 
process of optimization, we must abide by all safety precautions. UPS is 
company that stands very firmly on the safety of its employees and visitot 
also needs the different sections of the hub (twilight big packages, day bi 
packages, twilight small packages, etc.) to be unique of one another. Whc 
these constraints are brought together it actually eases the optimization job. Win 
all the constraints stated, UPS ultimately expects us to optimize the small sr1i 
process in such i va\ that there is a minimal cost for the hiih inehtidint' 
implementation 
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SECTION 3- PROBLEM ANAYLISIS AND APPROACH 

3.1 - Methods 
The small sort problem could be solved by taking two different approaches. The 
whole method would look at the small sort system as a whole, and the wing method 
would treat each wing as a different problem. Both approaches had benefits and 
drawbacks, and for both approaches we used the new bin scheme we designed. 

3.1.1 - Whole Method 
The whole method approach would look at the small sort system as a whole and 
assign destination locations based on the hierarchy of our bin scheme. Using this 
bin scheme there would be fifty-eight optimal positions, thirty-two second 
optimal positions, fifty-four third optimal positions, forty-two fourth optimal 
positions, and eighty-four least optimal positions. The location of each 
destination position would be determined by the percentage of each destination to 
total volume percentage for the small sort as shown in Figure 3. This would then 
be equally balanced to each of the four wings to prevent one wing from having all 
large volumes and another from having all small volumes. 

If the whole method were to be applied, there would be a higher learning curve 
for employees and there would be more employee movement. Employees who 
have become accustomed to their wing and destinations would in turn be forced to 
learn all new destinations and may have to change wings. 

Figure 3 - Percent to Total Small Sort Volume 



3.1.2 - Wing Method 
The wing method approach would divide the small sort problem into four smaller 
problems. The first wing, wing one, contained three bins with two sorters. Wings 
two, three, and four all contained four bins with two sorters stationed at each 
wing. Taking this into consideration, this method would look at each wing 
individually and take the percent of each destination to total small sort volume 
which would then be applied to our bin scheme. 

The first item to be considered for the wing method is that each wing is different 
and therefore contains different percentages to total small sort volume. If each 
wing is taken as a separate problem it would not be as difficult for each employee 
to learn a new scheme since it would be the same destinations simply placed in a 
different location therefore keeping the employees in their current wing. With 
this in mind, a low percentage in a wing could be a high percentage in another as 
is the case with wings one and four. Refer to Figures 4 and 5. 

Figure 4 - Wing One Percent to Total Volume 
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Figure 5 - Wing Four Percent to Total Volume 
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3.2 - Approach 

3.2.1 - Time Measurement Units 
The brilliant engineers at UPS came up with an extraordinary tool called the time 
measurement unit or TMU. Time Measurement Units measure energy, effort, and 
time consumption. For instance a person carrying a cell phone across a room 
would have a lower TMU than a person carrying a computer. Similarly, a person 
placing the cell phone directly in front of him would have a lower TMU than if 
that person were to place the same cell phone upon a high shelf. Combining this 
knowledge with the bin scheme, UPS engineers developed the following 
hierarchy of TMUs which worked in an inside to outside method. A low TMU 
was assigned to a destination cube which was located at waist height and higher 
TMUs were assigned to those destination cubes which were located higher and on 
a diagonal. Figure 6 is an example of a time measurement unit chart for a bin 
containing seven rows and nine columns.
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Figure 6— Time Measurement Unit Chart 
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3.2.2 - Formulation of New Bin Scheme 
When formulating the new bin scheme, many aspects were taken into 
consideration. Combining the knowledge of the TMUs, our own tests, and the 
fact that most of the employees who work in the small sort area are petite women 
around the height of five feet and two inches, we developed our own bin scheme 
as shown in Figures 7 and 8. As mentioned in section 3.1.2 there are two types of 
bin schemes in the small sort area. Wing one contains three bins with two sorters, 
while wings two, three, and four contain four bins with two sorters each. 
According to our new hierarchy, the destinations which contained the highest 
percentage to total small sort volume were placed in the optimal position 
highlighted in red as shown in Figures 7 and 8. The optimality of the remaining 
destinations was placed in yellow, green, blue, and purple cubes symbolizing the 
highest to lowest volume percentages respectively.

S
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Figure 7 - New Bin Scheme Wing One 
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SECTION 4-THE SOLUTION 

4.1 - Wing Method 
The wing method proved to be the best approach to the small sort problem. ihis 
method would lower the employee learning curve and not cause employees to nio c 
locations. It would much easier for each em p lo\ee to learn the ne' sc!ienic H I: 
utilizing the kno\vlede he/she already h.l. 

4.2 - Sotutioi 
UPS provided OIL 1 	 0i ILW iicw	 ii 
Microsoft Excel was used to organize the data by wing and into percentage 1 

small sort volume. A ranking of each destination was assigned based on the 
percentage to total volume taking into consideration the fact that destination 
could not be split. Finally the destinations were assigned destination cubes based on 
the ranking and our new bin scheme as explained in section 3.2.2. 

4.3 - New Bin Scheme 
Since UPS will not allow the release of actual destination locations the destination 
numbers have been placed in the destinations cubes to signify the new scheme. Tli 
top number is the new destination location and the bottom number is the percen 
to total small sort volume for each destination. This is much more efficient than 
liPS's current method as discussed in Section 2.2 and in Figure 2. Figures 9 

and 12 show the proposed bin scheme for wings one, two, three, and four 
respectively. Recall that wing one contains three bins and two sorters, while 
remainine contain ftnr bins or two sets ol each bin scheme with one enlplo\ cc 
each sc
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S	 Figure 10 - Proposed Wing Two 
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Figure 12 - Proposed Wing Four 
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SECTION 5- SAVINGS 

5.1 - Percent to Total Volume Savings 
The new bin scheme combines the TMUs with the percentage of each destination 
to total volume in each wing. The new bin scheme was laid on top of UPS's 
current bin scheme and the difference of the percentages was taken to see the 
savings. Recall that there are five positions in which a destination may be placed 
within the bin scheme. The difference in the most optimal position of UPS's bin 
scheme to our bin scheme should be a large percentage, while the difference in 
the least optimal position should be a very small and usually negative percentage. 
The percentage differences for the second, third, and fourth optimal positions 
should ideally descend, however they should be relativity close to each other and 
their outcomes are not as important as the most and least optimal position. The 
new bin scheme saved the optimal position in wing one 21.13% to total volume. 
and it reduced the least optimal position down by 45.2 1%. Similar improvements 
were made in the remaining wings such as wing two where the optimal position 
saved 18.97% total volume and reduced the least optimal position by 9.83%. The 
optimal position saved 13.87% to total volume in wing three, while reducing the 
least optimal by 8.97%, and the fourth wing was saved 15.46% of the most 
optimal and reduced the least optimal by 7.70%. Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16 are 
comparison tables for I. fPSs and our bin scheme for wings one, two, three. and 
lour respectively. 

5.2 - Monetary Savings 
When the small sorting process does not operate at full efficiency there is a high 
cost involved. When the sorting process is backed up, the employees must often 
stay an average of about forty five minutes longer than their shift. When the 
average employee's wage is about ten dollars per hour, at about 20-25 employees, 
it is clear that the extra forty live minutes can be extremel y costl y to the company. 
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Our goal is to eliminate this back up of packages so that the small sorting process 
can be at an optimum. At a forty five minute delay of the small sorting process the 
extra cost is about $150.00 to $187.50. Usually this happens at busier days of the 
week, which is Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays. When this extra 
day cost is spread out for the four busy days of the week the extra cost becomes 
$600.00 to $750.00. It is very clear that eliminating the extra forty five minutes 
from the small sorting process can save the Dallas Hub a great deal of money in 
the long run.
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Figure 13- Wing One 
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Figure 14- Wing Two 
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Figure 15- Wing Three 
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Figure 16- Wing Four 

Our bin scheme 
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CONCLUSION 

United Parcel Service's Dallas ground hub currently uses inefficient sorting methods in 
their small sort. UPS engineers developed time measurement units which measure the 
time, energy, and effort placed into performing a certain task. Time measurement units 
were taken into consideration, along with the fact that most sorters in the small sort are 
petite women whose heights do not exceed five feet and two inches. This was combined 
with the percentage to total volume of the small sort area to formulate a new bin scheme. 
The new bin scheme ranked each destination into one of five optimal locations according 
to the percentage to the total small sort volume. The destinations were then reassigned a 
new location within the bin scheme. The difference in UPS's original bin scheme from 
that of the new bin scheme had to produce a high percentage. The difference in the least 
optimal position would result in a low or negative percent. The remaining positions 
produced percentages which were relatively close. The new bin scheme saved an average 
of 18.61% in the most optimal position and reduced the least optimal position by an 
average of 17.93%.
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